A Solar-Powered Water Solution for Gaza
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UNICEF and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) have partnered to develop an innovative solar-driven desalination prototype that could potentially revolutionize water production in Gaza. In comparison to conventional methods, this prototype requires less specific energy, it can be operated off-grid with solar energy at lower cost, and it is more efficient in terms of its recovery ratio – a larger proportion of the brackish water extracted from the ground is transformed into freshwater, as compared to the conventional systems currently used in the Gaza Strip.

Several limitations for these grid-powered RO plants: RO is an energy-intensive process, and Gaza is already in an energy deficit and experiences frequent blackouts. On-grid desalination plants put more pressure on an already-strained electrical grid, and plants cannot operate during blackouts. Moreover, the RO process only recovers roughly 40 percent of the (input) feedwater as drinkable (product) water. The remaining 60 percent is wasted as brine and must be disposed of – adding further strain on a wastewater system that is unable to handle current demands. With water scarcity so pressing, increasing recovery is a critical improvement to desalination processes.

In 2016, UNICEF and MIT partnered to develop a photovoltaic-powered electrodialysis (PV-ED) desalination system as an alternative to the conventional on-grid reverse osmosis (OG-RO) for brackish-water desalination, with funding from USAID. This prototype was installed in the Gaza Strip in March 2018, and was designed to produce 10,000 liters of potable water per day from an existing brackish well close to Khan Younis refugee camp. The preliminary results are promising. Even though the pilot system is relatively small, it shows that PV-EDR BWD is an effective way to provide affordable, reliable, and safe potable water within the Gaza Strip, making more efficient use of both water and energy resources than conventional OG-RO plants. The underlying principles behind the system’s design can be scaled to larger plants in the future and provide a sustainable water supply.

The main source of drinking water for Gaza’s nearly two million people, the Coastal Aquifer Basin, stretches from northern Egypt up to the coastline of Israel, encompassing the Gaza Strip. Overdrawing from this aquifer has resulted in serious degradation of the water quality. It is predicted that by 2020, the aquifer will be irreparably damaged. Due to the poor water-quality conditions, most Gazans buy their water from private water vendors. However, water from these vendors is not only expensive but also largely unregulated and of unreliable quality. As this situation suggests that desalination is one of the most viable means of providing access to safe drinking water, UNICEF installed a dozen small BWD...
plants in the Gaza Strip between 2011 and 2013 as an emergency intervention. The capacity has since increased, and presently over 150 BWD plants are operating in the Strip. These plants are OG-RO, as is conventional in the area.

The desalination capacity in Gaza is limited, however, by the unreliable nature of grid electricity. With an electricity demand of 450 MW, and a supply of less than 150 MW, daily blackouts are common and can reach 20 hours per day. This deficit is expected to increase in the coming years. Because desalination is an energy-intensive process, the amount of desalinated water that can be produced is limited, even when the infrastructure is available.

Gaza has, however, a high potential for development of solar resources. Irradiance levels as high as those recorded in Gaza are encountered in only 35 percent of the world’s land area. This makes solar power an attractive option.

Two main desalination technologies are currently available. In the RO process, a pressure differential is applied that is greater than the osmotic pressure of the feedwater. This pressure forces water through a semi-permeable membrane, leaving behind salts and other contaminants. Because the osmotic pressure increases with salinity, more pressure must be applied during RO with higher-salinity feedwater. This drives operating costs to increase with salinity.

In an electrodialysis (ED) desalination system, the salt particles in the water (as they tend to dissolve into ions) are removed by applying a current through the water.

For the pilot project, the Al-Saada well in Khan Younis was selected as the most favorable among a number of potential sites. This well is operated by the Coastal Municipalities Water Utility, which allows for easy access for operators and system monitoring. A technician can operate the system for up to 12 hours per day. In addition, there is sufficient open space for the solar panels and good existing infrastructure. The salinity at Al-Saada well falls within the range of Gazan groundwater.

Our PV-EDR system was designed to produce 10 m$^3$/day of potable water, serving an estimated 3,000 people. The system removes dissolved salts via the EDR process and biological contaminants via pre-filtering and ultraviolet treatment. The planned recovery ratio is 91 percent.
Comparing the energetic and economic aspects of the two technologies, PV-EDR was favored over RO based on energy per unit water produced, cost per unit water produced, functionality, and maintainability.

Whereas ED has a lower initial capital cost, operation becomes more expensive as the feedwater salinity increases. However, at salinities less than roughly 5,000 ppm, (which matches the groundwater salinities found in Gaza), ED operation remains more cost-effective than RO, as indicated by the highlighted region on the graph. Also, ED membranes have a longer lifetime (10 years) than RO membranes (3 to 5 years). Whereas ED membranes are more expensive, the lifetime membrane cost is lower due to their higher durability. Therefore, ED was selected as a lower-cost technology for the pilot system.

Another primary driver towards ED in Gaza is its increased recovery ratio, or the percentage of feedwater that can be recovered as drinkable diluate. Operating at 80–90 percent recovery, the ED system makes more use of the available water than existing RO systems. This means that the prototype could produce one-and-a-half times as much desalinated water from a fixed amount of feedwater, compared to the conventional RO plants. In the water-scarce Gaza Strip, this is significant, as it also reduces the volume of wastewater from the brine that needs to be treated and disposed.

The system is exciting for yet another reason. Because it relies on sun energy, it is not affected by Gaza’s frequent power outages and thus more reliable than conventional on-grid technologies. Moreover, this allows for more economical operation once installed.

And finally, the systems-level-optimization modeling used for its design can be applied to plants of varying scales, depending on the needs of the community. This means that larger and smaller facilities can be designed in more cost-effective ways.
promising scalable innovation for other water- and energy-scarce contexts around the world.
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